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Quantum wells in tilted fields: Semiclassical analysis and experimental evidence
for effects ‘‘beyond’’ periodic orbits

D. S. Saraga and T. S. Monteiro
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University College, University of London, Gower Street, London WC1E 6BT, United Kin

~Received 28 May 1997; revised manuscript received 10 October 1997!

Quantum wells in tilted fields are of great current interest as experimental probes of the transition to chaos
in a mesoscopic system. Here we carry out an analysis of quantal and experimental periodic orbit~PO!
amplitudes for tilt anglesu511° and 27°. We calculate stability parameters and test the quantal and experi-
mental results against a recently proposed theoretical periodic orbit formula. We find that many experimental
features are understood in terms of torus states, ghosts, and bifurcations rather than isolated periodic orbits. We
analyze previously unexplained jumps in period-one current at low fields and show these to be due to the
changes in the quantum number of the most accessible torus state. We estimate that about one-quarter of the
I -V oscillations in these experiments are dominated by ghost contributions~complex periodic orbits!. We find
that only a small fraction of bifurcations of accessible periodic orbits are visible experimentally. Agreement
with the simplified PO formula is only qualitative and the limitations of the theory are discussed.
@S1063-651X~98!12804-0#

PACS number~s!: 05.45.1b, 03.65.Sq, 73.20.Dx
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I. INTRODUCTION

The magnetotunneling spectrum of the resonant tunne
diode~RTD! is a new experimental probe of quantum cha
Oscillations in the current-voltage~I -V! traces have been
associated with the effects of unstable periodic orbits@1#.
This system has been the subject of several recent theore
and experimental studies, e.g.,@2–7#. For example, experi-
ments reported in@2# investigated the transition betwee
regularity and chaos. They measured a large number ofI -V
traces for many values of the magnetic field and of the
angleu between the applied voltage and the magnetic fie
enabling one to exploit the scaling properties of the class
dynamics.

Quantum calculations of the tunneling current have b
performed, e.g.,@5,6# where fully quantalI -V traces were
calculated and compared with experiment. In@4,6# scaled
quantum solutions of the problem were developed for fix
classical dynamics. A model for the tunneling probabil
was developed that showed that, for weak tunneling, the r
tive amplitudes of the periodic orbit oscillations are insen
tive to the barrier shapes. In@6# it was shown that the scale
quantum spectra can be used to obtain characteristic line
files corresponding to specific classical dynamical regime
the experiment.

Although such studies have already exposed a numbe
interesting dynamical regimes including bifurcation effec
e.g.,@2–7#, many experimental features remain poorly und
stood. Some of the interpretation of data is still controvers
@8–10#.

The major gap in understanding is the absence of a wid
accepted quantitative theory for the semiclassical curren
the case of the archetypical example of quantum chaos
atom in a magnetic field, a semiclassical theory for the p
toabsorption — closed orbit theory~distinct from the
Gutzwiller trace formula! — has been developed and show
to give excellent results for hydrogen and other atoms@11–
15#.
571063-651X/98/57~5!/5252~14!/$15.00
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For the case of the RTD it is clear from past work that t
contribution from a periodic orbit~PO! p to the current is
determined mainly by two factors:~1! a tunneling propensity
Wp encompassing information about the accessibility of
PO to electrons tunneling from the 2DEG~the electronic
state prior to tunneling! and~2! classical properties of the PO
such as the elements of its two-dimensional stability ma
M p .

Recently a semiclassical theory was proposed in@16#. In
this theory the current is weighted byA1/m21 wherem21 is
an off-diagonal element ofM p . In contrast, we note that th
weighting for the atomic theory of photoabsorption@12# is
A1/m12 so is related to theother off-diagonal element of the
monodromy matrix.

An aim of this work is to place constraints on semiclas
cal theories by carrying out a careful quantitative analysis
experimental and quantal PO amplitudes. We also carry o
stability analysis of the accessible POs. We use these to
the validity of the periodic orbit theory proposed in@16#.

Our main finding here is that most of the experimen
data cannot be understood in terms of contributions from
close vicinity of isolated POs~the regime of the Gutzwiller
trace formula!. In the regime dominated by a large stab
island, the experiments show a sequence of ‘‘jumps’’ in t
period-one current. We attribute these to the effects of to
quantization; the accessibility of outer torus states of a la
stable island can differ greatly from the accessibility of sta
localized on the central PO. The jumps occur as the quan
number of the most accessible states steps up through
ries of K50,1,2,. . . tori. We propose a simple model bas
on Miller quantization that gives excellent agreement w
quantal calculations.

In addition we find two wide ranges covering over on
quarter of theI -V traces where there are substantial quan
and experimental current oscillations but there is no rea
accessible periodic orbit that could account for the resu
We attribute these oscillations mainly to ‘‘ghost’’ contribu
5252 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 5253QUANTUM WELLS IN TILTED FIELDS: . . .
tion since they lie below tangent bifurcations. Howev
ghost contributions should decay exponentially below a
furcation and the reason why these contributions persis
far below the bifurcation remains poorly understood.

We find many bifurcations, only a few of which are si
nificant in the experiment. The reasons that some bifur
tions are visible experimentally and others are not~even
when the PO is accessible to the tunneling electrons! are
analyzed.

We find agreement with the semiclassical theory of@16# is
at best qualitative. The reasons for the discrepancies are
cussed.

In Sec. II we discuss the device and the quantal calc
tions, including the inverse\ spectroscopy, which we use t
calculate ‘‘periodic orbit’’ amplitudes from quantal calcula
tions. In Sec. III we discuss the experimental data reduct
which we use to obtain and normalize experimental am
tudes. In Sec. IV we describe the semiclassical theory
the calculation of semiclassical amplitudes. In Sec. V
analyze the classical stability and the important bifurcatio
We show surfaces of section and give a qualitative disc
sion of the relative importance of accessibility versus sta
ity for the main POs. In Sec. VI we present an analysis of
experimental oscillations. In Sec. VII the results of the co
parison between quantal, semiclassical, and experime
amplitudes are presented. In Sec. VIII we present a mo
and calculations for the stable torus-quantization regime.
nally, we present our conclusions and summarize our fi
ings.

II. THE RTD PROBLEM: QUANTUM SPECTRUM

The resonant tunneling diode@1# problem consists of a
single quantum well with barriers atx50 andx5L, acted on
by an electric fieldF along thex axis~directed towards nega
tive x) due to an applied voltageV and a magnetic field o
strengthB, tilted at an angleu to 2F in thex-z plane. Elec-
trons tunnel in through the emitter barrierx50 from an outer
two-dimensional electron gas~2DEG! accumulation layer
and out through the collector barrier atx5L, resulting in a
currentI (V). The dynamics within the well can be reduce
to a 2D motion in thex-z plane, which is described by th
Hamiltonian

H5E5
1

2m
~px

21pz
2!1

B2e2

2m
~x sinu2zcosu!22eFx

with specular bounces at the barriers. In atomic units\51
and the electrons have a chargee511 and a massm
.0.067.

The major reason the analogous atom in a field system
proved to be such a powerful probe of quantum chaos is
it has a classical scaling property that enabled detailed q
titative comparisons with semiclassical periodic orbit ty
theories. The RTD also has such a property and its effect
ness in the calculation of quantum currents has been dem
strated@6#.

Classical scaling in the lowE limit has been found in@3#.
For arbitraryE, by rescaling momenta and position throu
p̃5p/B and q̃5q, one can show@6# that, for fixedu, the
classical dynamics depends only onR5E/FL, r
,
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5B2L/mF5L/me wheree5F/B2. The dimensionless param
etersR andr represent the ratio of, respectively, the inje
tion energy and the diamagnetic energy inside the well to
potential energy due to the bias voltage. The voltage d
across the wellFL is approximately equal to the applie
voltageV across the whole device~well plus barriers!: FL
.V. In the experimentsL5120 nm andR.0.15 are con-
stant. Hence we investigate simply the dynamical behav
as a function ofe5F/B2 for eachu.

In our previous work we demonstrated that the quant
spectrum and the experiments can exploit this scaling pr
erty. For example, the classical action along a trajectory
comes

S~E,F,B!5E pdq5BE p̃d q̃5B S̃~R,e!, ~1!

which implies thatB21 plays the role of an effective Planc
constant. Below we use the notationp→p/B.

We solve the scaled and ‘‘rearranged’’ Schro¨dinger’s
equation at fixedR and fixede @6#:

$~ x̃sinu2 z̃cosu!222me~ x̃1RL !%c i5
1

Bi
2
¹2c i .

In this case, the~generalized! eigenvaluesBi are the mag-
netic field values. Because of the classical scaling, all st
correspond to the same classical dynamics. As the ac
scales withB, as seen in Eq.~1!, the effect of classical orbits
appears in the semiclassical spectrum ofBi as modulations
of constant frequencies, given by their scaled actionS̃(e).
We can use Fourier transforms~FT! of I (B) to ‘‘invert’’ a
quantum spectrum and obtain the frequencies, as well as
amplitudesAp

QM , for the pth PO contribution to the current
This technique is sometimes termed inverse\ spectroscopy,
since a FT is carried out with respect to\21. The frequen-
cies, which can be obtained to within 1% accuracy, allow
in many cases to distinguish different PO contributions to
current.

Our Fourier transforms of the spectra were actually c
ried out with respect to a rescaled magnetic fieldN defined
by N5BLA2mLe(R11/2)/p\. This rescaled field provides
a more convenient unit for the action since then a period-
current corresponds to an orbit of action close to unity.

Calculation of the current requires weighting the dens
of states by the tunneling probabilities:

I ~N!5(
i

uW i u2d~N2Ni !.

For weak tunneling theW i may be obtained from the
Bardeen Hamiltonian transfer matrix@17#, which gives the
coupling between an initial statef0, i.e., the solution on the
left of the emitter wall for the separable limit, with thec i .
The f0 are generally in the lowest in-plane Landau statl
50. With that assumption, ourW i depend only on thel
50 component of the eigenstates in the well. In@6# we pro-
posed a simplified tunneling model, which was shown
yield results proportional to the Bardeen values — to with
a smooth global envelope — in the case of weak tunneli
Here we have extended those calculations considera
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5254 57D. S. SARAGA AND T. S. MONTEIRO
About 100 000 eigenstates were calculated at differente for
u511° and 27°. All quantum states corresponding to an
plied voltageV.FL in the range 0.1–1.1 V were obtaine
This voltage range corresponds also toN in the rangeN
;12– 42. Hence the average effective\51/N;1/27 for all
our quantum amplitudes. The precise number of states in
range varied withe but ranged from 500 to 2000 states f
different e. We then used inverse-\ spectroscopy to obtain
the period-one and period-two current amplitudesAQM, from
the quantum spectra, as a function ofe.

III. EXPERIMENTAL DATA REDUCTION

Because of the classical scaling, the curves of cons
classical dynamics should lie along parabolas of cons
V/B2. Some of these parabolas are shown in the experim
tal ‘‘fan’’ diagrams of @2# reproduced in Fig. 1. Here th
maxima in the current oscillations are plotted as a function
magnetic field foru511° and 27°. Two period-doubling re
gions~PD1 and PD2! stand out clearly at 11°. A single larg
region ~PD3! dominates most of the 27° experiment. W
indicate also two smaller regions, which we denoteK50
21,122 where the period-one current jumps abrupt
These are shown below~see Sec. VIII! to be due to the effec
of changes in quantum numberK of the torus state, which
dominates the current. Similar features were seen in exp
ments at other tilt angles.

FIG. 1. Experimental data plotting the positions of maxima
the I (V) traces as a function of magnetic fieldB. The curves are
parabolas of constantV/B2, which correspond approximately t
constant classical dynamics. They are labeled with the valuee
5F/B2. PD1, PD2, and PD3 denote period-doubling regions. T
features associated with the changeover of the quantum numb
the torus series with the strongest current amplitude are indicate
the torusK quantum numbers.~a! u511°. ~b! u527°.
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In previous work e.g.,@2,6,7# the analysis concentrated o
explaining the position, i.e., theV-B range occupied by thes
features, mainly in terms of bifurcations. The amplitudes
the experimental oscillations were not considered. In ot
work, the experimentald2I /dV2 was plotted@5# since differ-
entiatingI (V) enhances its oscillatory character.

Here we suggest a procedure for extracting the exp
mental amplitudes from the data in order to compare dire
with semiclassical and quantal PO amplitudes.

There are of course many uncertainties in the experim
tal parameters. However, because the classical dynamics
pend only on two dimensionless scaled parameters these
only smoothly distort or displace the parabolas. Such effe
appear as a displacement between our quantum results
the corresponding experimental feature. For instance, the
plied voltage is proportional but not equal toFL. There may
also be variations in the effective mass, which is volta
dependent:m50.067f (V). In this case, sincem appears only
as the productmV a change inm appears as a displaceme
in the value of the voltage corresponding to a certain beh
ior. We circumvented this problem in part by consideri
theoretical data for most possible values of the parame
spanned by the experiment, and hence identifying
slightly displaced features.

The experimental resolution is limited by inelastic pr
cesses and also, at highV, by coupling to the continuum due
to the finite height of the barriers: there is a voltage dep
dence to the linewidth even forB50. This effect was inves-
tigated in@6# where the width of theB50 trace was used to
estimate a voltage-dependent broadening.

In Fig. 2 we demonstrate how we analyze the data
terms of a reduced spectrum. In~a! a raw I (V) trace is
shown for theu5B50 case. In~b! we show I osc5I 2I sm

e
of

by

FIG. 2. Normalization of experimental data: Current-volta
plots for u5B50. ~a! Raw traceI (V). ~b! Oscillating currentI osc

5I 2I sm where the smooth termI sm has been subtracted.~c! Re-
duced currentI R5I osc/G(E) where the global tunneling envelop
G(E) has been eliminated.
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57 5255QUANTUM WELLS IN TILTED FIELDS: . . .
where the smooth termI sm has been subtracted. This leav
only the oscillating~PO! contributions, convolved with a
smooth, global energy-dependent envelopeG(E) with E
.RV. At B50 one would expect only a single period-on
contribution due to straight-line motion bouncing back a
forth between the walls.G(E) is due simply to the details o
the tunneling and the initial state on the left of the emit
barrier. For higher voltage there is substantial coupling to
continuum due mainly to escape over the second barrier.
theoretical calculations also yield a smooth envelope, wh
is dynamically uninteresting. For the theory it is simply pr
portional toB2 @6# so it is easily eliminated.

In the experiment we estimate this from theu50° traces.
For B5025 T, G(E) is insensitive toB. For higher fields
the position and height of the maximum ofG(E) as seen in
Fig. 2~b! depends onB for voltagesV.0.6 V. We have
estimated the experimental envelopeG(E) to be one of the
traces atu50°, and have normalized the experiments us
the u50°, B54.9 T envelope.

This procedure allows us to compare experimental res
with our calculated quantal periodic orbit amplitudes, whi
we also normalize to the corresponding theoretical peri
one oscillations atu50°. Figure 2~c! shows the resultan
reduced spectrumI R5I osc/G(E), which for u50 gives
period-one oscillations of equal height. Hence, for other
gimes we can attribute changes in the theoretical or exp
mental reduced spectra I R as being due to, essentially
changes in either the accessibilityWp or the stabilityM p .
We estimate that uncertainties inG(E) introduce an uncer-
tainty of order 10220% for V,0.6 V and to less than a
factor of 2 forV.0.6 V.

IV. SEMICLASSICAL THEORY

The derivation of the semiclassical theory is described
@16# for both a general current operator as well as the sim
Bardeen matrix element. Here we review its application
the Bardeen matrix element only briefly and explain the m
nor modifications required by our scaling.

The current takes the form

I ~E!}(
i

U E dzH w* ~x,z!
]c i

]x
~x,z!

2c i~x,z!
]w*

]x
~x,z!J U

x5 x̄

2

d~E2Ei !,

where the initial state has the separable form@6# w(x,z)
5x(x)f0(z) and x̄ is a fixed point in the first barrier use
for the Bardeen matrix element. The sum over the stati
was rewritten using the standard expression for the Gr
function at energyE:

G~x,z;x8,z8;E!5 lim
e→0

(
i

c i~x,z!c i* ~x8,z8!

E2Ei1 i e
.

In order to get the semiclassical current the Green func
was replaced by its semiclassical form expressed as a
over classical trajectoriescl going from (x̄,z) to (x̄,z8). Ne-
r
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glecting incoherent processes and overall factors due to
flections against the barriers, one obtains

I ~E!}Re(
cl

E dzE dz8m12
21/2eiS~z,z8!e2Bcosu~z21z82!/2,

wherem125]z/]pz0
. To evaluate the integrals, further st

tionary phase approximations are needed. In@16# it was con-
cluded that the stationary phase conditions are]S/]z
5]S/]z850, which imply that only orbits with initialpz0

50 contribute to the current. These orbits must be perio
orbits or in special cases segments of periodic orbits. Thi
one respect in which this theory deviates substantially fr
the Gutzwiller trace formula, since in that case station
phase implies]S/]z2]S/]z850, which includes all peri-
odic orbits rather than just a small subset.

Finally, in order to simplify the integrals, it is assume
that

U ]2S

]z0
2U@B.

In that case, the stability prefactor is found to have
simple analytic form:um21u21/2, wherem215]pz /]z0 is an
off-diagonal element of the stability matrix. This is also qu
different from the Gutzwiller trace formula, where the tra
integral yieldsudet(M2I )u21/2.

Note that the tunneling through the second barrier affe
the relative PO amplitudes weakly, though it has a stro
effect on the global tunneling envelopeG(E). For the quan-
tal and experimental currents, we evaluated the effects f
the I (V) traces atu50° as described in Sec. III. The globa
envelopeG(E) was eliminated from our semiclassical, e
perimental, and quantal results. The incoherent proce
produce simply an exponential damping term;exp(2kT)
for a PO with periodT. Their effect is essentially to cut of
the contribution from longer orbits. Experimentally, only p
riod doubling or tripling is seen, which suggests that on
POs withT,4T0 contribute, whereT0 is the period of the
main t0 orbit.

In order to exploit fully the scaling property of the RTD
we first write

S5B S̃~e!52pNŜ~e!.

HereŜ5 S̃/ S̃0, S̃0 is the approximate scaled action oft0 for
u50° and the scaled magnetic fieldN, defined in Sec. II,
gives roughly the number of oscillations of the wave fun
tion along thex dimension. We define alsoNL5mL(R
11/2)Be associated with the quantization alongz; NL gives
approximately the number of Landau states supported by
well. Both N and NL are a measure of effective\21; NL
determines the size of classical invariant phase-space s
tures on the surface of section relative to an\ cell and hence
is important in determining whether periodic orbits may
considered isolated.

Finally we write the current as a function ofN instead of
E. The final expression is
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I ~N!5const3(
p, j

Aj
SCcos2p@ jNŜ2m~ j !/2#, ~2!

Aj
SC5

uf0~z0!u2

um21~ j !u1/2
,

where Ŝ, m, andz0 are, respectively, the scaled action, t
Maslov index, and the initial position of a primitive POp,
and j denotes its repetitions. We shall consider that the ini
state in the 2DEG is described by the lowest Landau lev

f0~z0!5
a1/2

p1/4
e2z0

2a2/2 , a5AB cosu . ~3!

In scaled coordinates, the model is valid if

U ]2S̃

]z0
2U@1 .

We discuss the validity of this assumption in Sec. VII.
In Sec. VII we compareAj

SC with Aj
QM . The point here is

that a Fourier transform ofI (N) with respect toN, done over
a finite N range, would have peaks wheneverŜ85 j Ŝ, with
an amplitudeAj

SC. In this way, we are able to identify an
compare contributions from primitive POs as well as th
repetitions. Period-one oscillations ofI (V) are due to POs
with Ŝ.1, while period-two oscillations are due to either t
first repetition of a PO withŜ.2, or the second traversal o
a PO withŜ.1.

V. CLASSICAL STABILITY ANALYSIS
OF T AND S ORBITS

The objective here was not to carry out an exhaus
study of the classical dynamics, which may be found in@7#.
We concentrated on the few short POs that can be reso
experimentally.

The stability of each individual PO is determined by
stability ~monodromy! matrix M . This matrix is obtained by
investigating the linearized classical dynamics in the nei
borhood of the PO. More precisely, we define a slice
phase space@a Poincare surface of section~SOS!# perpen-
dicular to the PO. We consider a small initial displacem
dm0 from the PO on the SOS. The next intersection of
perturbed trajectory with the SOS defines a new displa
mentdm1 from the PO.M is given simply by the linearized
relation between the two displacements:

dm15Mdm0.

Details are given in the Appendix. For a stable orbit, t
eigenvalues ofM are complex quantities exp(i2pn), and de-
fine the winding numbern of the periodic orbit. For an un
stable orbit of periodT, the largest eigenvalue exp(lT) de-
fines the Liapunov exponentl.

An orbit destabilizes when

uTrM u52.
l
:

r

e

ed

-
f

t
e
e-

A synchronous bifurcation occurs for TrM52 and a period-
doubling bifurcation occurs for TrM522. At these points,
the semiclassical density of states~as given by the Gutzwiller
trace formula! diverges. Whether the semiclassical curre
itself diverges depends on the form of its weighting. T
semiclassical theory proposed by@16# diverges at points
wherem2150. Although the quantum current does not b
come infinite~these divergences can be removed by use
uniform approximations!, one might still expect the curren
amplitude to be enhanced substantially at a semiclassica
vergence. But the important point is that not all bifurcati
points uTrM u52 coincide with divergences of the curren
i.e., m2150 in this model. Conversely, not allm2150 points
are bifurcations. For example, we have found two points~at
u511°, e51350 and 7050), which should diverge for th
second repetition oft0 sincem21(2t0)50. This occurs wher-
ever TrM (t0)50, sincem21(2t0)5m21(t0)TrM (t0)50.

The experimental behavior in@2# is dominated by the
main 2-bounce periodic orbits (t0 andt2), responsible for the
period-one oscillations, and the 3-bounce orbits (S1 at 11° or
S8 at u527°) for the period-two oscillations, so we hav
focused our detailed stability analysis on these four imp
tant periodic orbits. Their shape in thex-z plane is shown in
Fig. 3~a!.

In Fig. 3~b! we plotted the classical Poincare´ surface of
section foru527° taken on the emitter wall:$x50,px.0%.
The equivalent SOS foru511° were shown in@6#. The fig-
ure illustrates the fact that the classical dynamics, for giv
u, evolve from regularity to chaos withdecreasinge.

We see that for highe.17 000 there is a large island o
stability centered on the main and shortest 2-bounce orbit0.
It undergoes two successive period-doubling bifurcatio
and is unstable between them fore.13 000. The same hap
pens atu511°. The stability island oft0 shrinks gradually
and disappears in a tangent bifurcation leaving a ‘‘chao
sea’’ of unstable POs. Another prominent feature in Fig. 3~b!
is the central stable island associated with the 3-bounce
S8, which is born stable (e518 050), loses its stability (e
513 650), and disappears in a tangent bifurcatione
57750).

The second important factor that determines whether
orbit is experimentally visible is its accessibility. A nece
sary condition for a PO to be accessible is that its start
point, the initialz0, corresponds to a non-negligible probab
ity density of the initial state so

uf0~z0!u2;e2z0
2B cosu

should not be small. Neglecting the shift between the edg
the 2DEG andx50 ~a reasonable assumption foru not too
large! the smallerz0 is the more accessible the PO. An im
portant feature to notice is that although the classical stab
does not depend onB for fixed e, the accessibility does, i.e.
it may be said to be\ dependent. Two weightings corre
sponding toB51 T andB56 T are plotted in the SOS fo
e520 000 in Fig. 3~b!. This B dependence of the weightin
has interesting consequences in the regular torus quantiz
regime as we will show in Sec. VIII.

In Fig. 4 we can examine the relative importance of t
stability versus accessibility factors by comparing the tra
of the stability matrix TrM with the initial positionz0 for the
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FIG. 3. ~a! Main periodic orbits which domi-
nate the current oscillations atu511° and u
527°. t0 gives the main period-one current.t2 is
an unstable PO, which coalesces witht0 in a se-
ries of tangent bifurcations.S1 and S8 are 3-
bounce orbits responsible for some of the perio
doubling regions.~b! Poincare surfaces of sectio
for u527° for different values ofe5F/B2. The
dynamics becomes progressively more chaotic
e decreases.
od

a

al

’
er
e

we

iod-
it

ry
main orbits.u511° is shown in Fig. 4~a! andu527° in Fig.
4~b! for the t andS orbits. In the TrM plots, we indicate with
an arrow wherem2150.

At u511° we see from TrM that t0 undergoes an ‘‘infi-
nite’’ sequence of bifurcations alternating between peri
doubling (TrM522) and tangent (TrM52) bifurcations.
An analysis of the infinite sequence was given in@7#. The
plots of z0 illustrate clearly the sequence of tangent bifurc
tions and one can identify ranges ofe where no real 2-
bounce~period-one! orbit exists, principally belowe56500.
We see that the first period-doubling seen experiment
~PD1! is related to the double pitchfork bifurcation oft0
around e513 000. The orbit crosses twice the TrM522
line, when it destabilizes (e512 800) and restabilizes (e
-

-

ly

513 100). However, only the latter bifurcation hasm2150.
TrM for the S1 PO exhibits approximately a ‘‘saddle’

shape arounde53000, which corresponds to PD2. We ref
to this feature as a ‘‘failed bifurcation’’: for a small increas
in the energy-voltage ratioR from 0.15 to 0.20, this saddle
turns into an actual double bifurcation. In that case,
would getm2150 for two consecutivee, and related diver-
gences in the semiclassical current. Also,z0 is small and the
accessibility is favorable. A reduction inR on the other hand
would remove the saddle and hence weaken the per
doubling feature due toS1. The dotted line shows the orb
born with S1 at the tangent bifurcation (e52100). With in-
creasinge, this other orbit stabilizes and destabilizes ve
quickly so its contribution is negligible.
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FIG. 4. Evolution of classical properties o
the main POs withe. z0 indicates the starting
position on the SOS, and the limits of the SO
are shown~long-dashed lines!. All these orbits
start with pz0

50. TrM indicates the trace of the
stability matrix. Synchronous (TrM52) and pe-
riod doubling (TrM522) bifurcations are
shown by the thin horizontal lines. PD indicates
region corresponding to a significant experime
tal period doubling. The arrows indicate whe
m2150. ~a! u511°. For t orbits, the z0 plot
shows the infinite set of tangent bifurcations i
volving t0 ~stable, solid line! and t2 ~unstable,
dotted line!. The stability shows alternating
period-doubling and tangent bifurcations. PD
corresponds to a 2-resonance of the period-o
orbit t0. For S orbits, PD2 corresponds to th
‘‘failed’’ bifurcation of S1: a small increase in
injection energy toR50.2 brings about an actua
period-doubling bifurcation~dashed line!. S1 sta-
bilizes and then disappears in a tangent bifurc
tion with another orbit~dotted line! at e52100.
~b! u527°. Thez0 of t0 remains high throughou
the experimental range, which covers PD3. F
S8, we have a set of three bifurcations@pitchfork
~P!, cusp~C!, and tangent~T!#. Only theT bifur-
cation hasm2150.
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At u527° we see that the 3-bounce orbitS8 undergoes
two bifurcations where TrM52: a tangent bifurcation ate
57750 ~T! and a pitchfork bifurcation ate513 650~P!. In
addition it appears ate518 050 with TrM51.07 ~C!. This
has been termed a ‘‘cusp-bifurcation’’ by@7# ~who found
many other examples in this problem! and is a nongeneric
type of bifurcation due to the nonanalytic character of pot
tial. Over all this range, which corresponds to PD3,z0 is not
too large. The period-doubling bifurcation oft0 occurring
around 13 000 is shown, where again, as foru511°, m21
goes to 0. However, the accessibility is very low sincez0 is
large.

We have identified many bifurcations, so the question
mains: why are only a few singled out as experimental
riod doublings? Provided an orbit is reasonably accessi
the important characteristic is that the amplitude should s
large over a significant interval ofV/B2 ~i.e., covering sev-
eral I -V oscillations!. Only then can an enhanced amplitu
be resolved experimentally. In the present model this co
sponds tom21 being small~not necessarily zero!. Hence we
find that the important requirement is a low slope ofm21 in a
region wherem21 is small~not necessarily zero! over a broad
parameter range. In general it also correlates with the o
being near stableuTrM u;2. It excludes divergences such
-

-
-
e,
y

e-

it

those ate51350 and 7050 or found near the tangent bifu
cations, which are much narrower than a singleI -V oscilla-
tion.

This factor is common to regions PD1, PD2, and PD
which otherwise have different dynamical origins: PD1 is
double-pitchfork bifurcation oft0, PD2 is an isolated un-
stable orbit~albeit a ‘‘failed’’ bifurcation!, and PD3 is a set
of three consecutive bifurcations~cusp, pitchfork, and tan-
gent! of the orbit S8. Their effects all persist over a wid
parameter range.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

In Sec. III we described our procedure for extracting t
pure periodic orbit spectrum from the experimental data,
subtracting the smooth term and normalizing to theu50°
tunneling envelope.

The resulting reduced experimental spectra foru511° are
shown in Fig. 5~a!. We indicate in the experimental figur
three parabolas of constante519 000, 6500, and 3000. Th
arrows indicate the\→0 limit. The figure illustrates how the
typical line profiles evolve withe and gives an indication o
the validity of the scaling. Four distinct regions stand out

~1! A pure period-one region above thee519 000 pa-
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FIG. 5. Comparison between experiment
and theoretical line profiles atu511o showing
effects of approximate scaling dynamics.~a! Ex-
periment: set ofI -V traces ~reduced current!
showing characteristic line profiles roughly alon
parabolas of constante5F/B2. The period-
doubling regions PD1 and PD2 are shown alo
with the ‘‘ghost’’ region where the results are no
due to a real PO. The arrows indicate the sem
classical limit. ~b! Theory: smoothed theoretica
spectra. The quantum numberN is proportional
to magnetic fieldB. The rangeN512–42 corre-
sponds to voltage range 0.121.1 V. With de-
creasinge, right asymmetric profiles (;19 000)
evolve into symmetric period-doubled profiles
the bifurcation. Below the tangent bifurcation
(;6500) the ‘‘ghost’’ has a weak sinusoidal pro
file. PD2 is mainly due toS1 but has substantia
period one interference, indicating thatt0 is still
accessible.
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rabola. ~2! The PD1 period-doubling region. Here we s
that the line profiles evolve systematically from righ
asymmetric, to symmetric, to left-asymmetric with decre
ing e. ~3! The region roughly in between thee56500 and
3000 parabolas~i.e., in between PD1 and PD2! showing a
striking drop in the amplitude of the period-one modulatio
There is also a rapid fall in amplitude with decreasing eff
tive \. We attribute this region to a ‘‘ghost’’ contribution
@18#. It results from a tangent bifurcation ate.6500, which
eliminatest0. ~4! The PD2 period-doubling region is quit
narrow and clearly shows interference with a period-one c
tribution ~partly from the ghost and partly from the reappe
ance oft0).

We emphasize that the striking ‘‘valley’’ in the amplitud
due to the ghost appears only with our analysis, which
movesG(E), the tunneling envelope.G(E) increases rap-
idly and monotonically with voltage and hence masks
underlying PO behavior, which in the ghost region deca
with decreasing\.

In @6# we compared individual quantal and experimen
I -V traces. Here we wish, instead, to systematically comp
our theoretical scaled quantum spectra with the experime
line profiles along curves of constante. The objective is to
show that we can follow the locus of constante in the ex-
periment, although the parabolas are a little distorted
displaced.

We show in Fig. 5~b! smoothed quantum line profile
obtained in@6# along curves of constante at 11°. The theo-
retical spectra show characteristic line profiles, which are
excellent agreement with the experimental profiles, alb
somewhat displaced. For the first period doubling~PD1! at
e.19 000–10 000, the change from a right-asymmetric t
left-asymmetric profile confirms the analysis in@6#. The
period-doubling bifurcation coincides with the symmet
profile. In the experiment, it appears along an approxima
linear locus close toe510 000, instead of the parabolae
513 000 predicted by the classical dynamics and seen on
quantum lines.

Figure 5~a! also confirms how the high voltage cutoff o
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PD1 is largely due to the increase in line broadening w
voltage due to coupling with the continuum. With increasi
voltage the period-doubling peak turns into a ‘‘shoulde
and finally is absorbed by the main peak.

For the PD2 region ate,3000 the characteristic line pro
files change rapidly withe since they result from the inter
ference between a period-one (t0) and two separate period
two contributions (2t0 and S1) with rapidly varying
amplitudes. Nevertheless one can identify typical pro
shapes over narrow ranges.

In both quantum and experimental spectra near 6000
see a period-one region with simple sinusoidal profiles wh
decay rapidly with decreasing\. The sinusoidal profile is
expected from a ghost, since it has negligible harmon
Although a period-one orbit does reappear near 4000 its c
tribution is weak as will be shown in Fig. 7~a! below. The
quantum Fourier transform peak near period-one only co
sponds to the action of the real orbit below 3000.

Figure 6 shows the equivalent picture foru527°. The
period-doubling region PD3 dominates these experime
The most striking aspect of that region is that despite f
bifurcations being involved~three for S8 and one for 2t0)
PD3 appears as a broad, flat ‘‘plateau’’ of period-two osc
lations. There is absolutely no evidence of a strong ma
mum that one might associate with a divergence in the se
classical current. Unsurprisingly, the scaled quantum spe
~not shown here! produce a pure period-two oscillation ove
a range approximately equivalent to PD3.

VII. RESULTS: QUANTUM AMPLITUDES VERSUS
SEMICLASSICAL AMPLITUDES

We evaluated the semiclassical amplitudes (Ap
SC) as a

function ofe for the main POst0 ,S1, andS8, taking only the
first or second repetition. The 2-bounce periodic orbitt0 con-
tributes to a period-one current, while its second repetit
2t0, as well as the 3-bounce POsS1 andS8, contribute to the
period-two current. We compared the values ofASC with the
quantumAQM within the experimental range ofe.
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We have investigated thoroughly the conditio
u]2S̃/]z0

2u@1 on which the semiclassical expression d
pends. We found that, unfortunately, throughout much of
experimental range we investigated,u]2S̃/]z0

2u;1. The va-
lidity of the assumption is especially poor over the regu
~high e) regime. It is reasonably satisfied (u]2S̃/]z0

2u;10)
for t0 neare;2000.

FIG. 6. Experimental traces atu527° showing the broad ‘‘pla-
teau’’ of period-doubled current corresponding closely to the ra
of the quantum maximum shown in Fig. 7~c! rather than the range
of the semiclassical current. This indicates that contribution is
due to real PO over about half the experimental period-doub
range~below e;8000 and abovee;18 000).
-
e

r

All our calculated amplitudes are relative, so they must
normalized. In the experimental and quantum case we n
malize our results to the period-one amplitude atu50° since
this is a pure period-one region. The experimental am
tudes were estimated by reading directly the peak height
the normalized spectra at applied voltageV.0.52 V in Fig.
5~a!, the peaks which~assumingV;FL) correspond most
closely to N;1/27. The semiclassical expression has
good u50° limit, so theASC were normalized by equating
the quantal and semiclassical period-one current at the p
e51900, where the expression is most valid.

The results are shown in Fig. 7. In general, we see that
agreement between the quantal and semiclassical curren
qualitative at best.

Figure 7~a! shows the period-one current foru511°. The
quantitative agreement between the quantal calculation
the experimental results is reasonable given the uncerta
in V. So is the comparison betweenASC and AQM for the
regione,3000.

A major disagreement appears in the region betweee
53000 ande56500 where there is significant experimen
and quantal period-one current but no significant semicla
cal current. As this gap appears below the tangent bifurca
which removest0, we suggest that a ‘‘ghost’’ complex PO i
responsible for the current. However, a simple cubic norm
form treatment suggests that the ghost contribution wo
decay too quickly to account for the very wide experimen
region seen in Fig. 5~a!. One possible explanation is that th
complex part of the action of the ghost remains sm
throughout. Testing this hypothesis will require an investig
tion of the complex classical dynamics. The agreement
tween quantal and semiclassical current is very poor foe
.7000 wheret0 has a large stable island. In fact it worse
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FIG. 7. Comparison between quantum~QM!,
periodic orbit theory~SC!, and experimental am-
plitudes for period-one and period-two curren
The vertical arrows indicate the position of im
portant bifurcations.~a! Period-one current atu
511°. The arrow indicates the tangent bifurc
tion, which removes the period-one orbitt0.
Down to e53000 ~the ‘‘ghost’’ region marked
by a horizontal arrow! there is no significant con-
tribution from a real PO that can account for th
quantum or experimental results. Where there i
large stability island (e.7000), the semiclassica
formula breaks down completely.~b! Period-two
current atu511°. PD2 is due to the ‘‘failed’’
bifurcation of S1, while PD1 coincides with the
double pitchfork bifurcation oft0. Two diver-
gences of PO theory for 2t0 at e51450 ande
57050, wherem2150, are not seen in the QM
calculation. ~c! Period-two current atu527°.
The large region PD3 is largely due toS8, as the
accessibility of t0 is very low for e,16 000.
Again, there are two regions (e,8000 ande
.18 000) where there is a quantal current, but
contributing PO. The arrows indicate the thre
bifurcations ofS8, cusp~C!, pitchfork ~P!, tan-
gent ~T!.
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with increasinge. We shall investigate large islands of st
bility in Sec. VIII.

In Fig. 7~b! the period-two current foru511° is shown.
We see that PD2 is due to the ‘‘failed’’ bifurcation ofS1.
PD1, on the other hand, is associated with the double pi
fork bifurcation of t0. Narrow semiclassical divergences
2t0 occur ate51450 ande57050, wherem2150. These are
not associated with bifurcations, and are not seen in the
calculation. The tangent bifurcations oft0 at e51350 and
6550 also give rise to divergences in both period-one
-two current, which do not manifest themselves in the Q
spectra. This suggests that narrow divergences are not de
able for such large\.

Figure 7~c! shows the period-two current foru527°. The
quantal amplitudes are consistent with the wide experime
period-two plateau of PD3 seen in Fig. 6. However, t
period-two orbits are suppressed relative to the period-
orbits by a factor;exp(2kT0) by incoherent processes an
additionally by coupling to the continuum. We estimate th
the peak period-doubled experimental amplitudes are;12
times weaker than the peak quantum equivalent atV;0.5 V.
Because of this added uncertainty we have not carried o
detailed quantitative analysis of the experiment here.

PD3 is almost entirely due toS8 or its ghosts, as the
accessibility oft0 is too unfavorable. The semiclassical co
tribution of 2t0 to the period-two current is much less tha
1% of S8 near 13 000. However, once again we find th
nearly half of the period-two region corresponds to a gho
There are two regions (e,7750 ande.18 000) where there
is a quantal current, but no contributing PO, asS8 disappears
in a tangent~T! or cusp~C! bifurcation, respectively. In par
ticular the cusp bifurcation ate518 000 is an interesting
feature, asS8 does not disappear through a generic bifur
tion @Tr(M )51.076 rather thanuTr(M )u52], but because
one of its legs reaches a discontinuity. This occurs whe
turning point on the energy surface turns into a specu
bounce against the emitter wall. The other leg of the o
strikes the central region and remains highly accessible to
tunneling electrons. Diffractive corrections to the PO theo
may become important here.

We do not show the period-one currents foru527°. The
only significant contribution occurs when there is a lar
stable island and here the semiclassical model gives p
results.

We now discuss the limitations of the semiclassi
model. Clearly any basic semiclassical model will fail
ghost regions and divergences since we have not inclu
normal forms or complex orbits. The semiclassical mo
fails for largee, in the regular regime and we investigate th
case in the next section.

Another cause for uncertainty is the moderate value
effective \ considered sinceN;27. In comparable atomic
systems excellent quantitative agreement is obtained
semiclassical theories only for somewhat smaller values
\;1/100.

However, here we find that the main problem with t
model derives from the assumption thatu]2S̃/]z0

2u@1. We
have investigated this condition numerically and find tha
is not at all valid in the stable regime. It is weakly satisfi
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for low e hence the moderate agreement shown in Fig. 7~a!
and 7~b! for e,3000.

Interestingly, close to the synchronous bifurcation in F
7~c! at 27° the Gutzwiller formula has a very large stro
divergence, of which there is no sign in the amplitude ‘‘pl
teau’’ seen in both experiment and quantal currents. He
the semiclassical model here, which has no divergence
ther, does provide useful insight into the differences betw
the behavior of the current and the density of states.

VIII. TORUS QUANTIZATION

The aim of this section is to understand the semiclass
current in the RTD for a stable PO surrounded by a la
stable island. We know from Miller@19# that for such a PO
the sum over repetitions appearing in the Gutzwiller dens
of states will resolve discrete states: they are series of
monic oscillatorlike levels with quantization condition@19#
S52p\@m1(K11/2)n1m/4#, wherem represents quanti
zation along the orbit andK perpendicular to the orbit. Tha
harmonic approximation yields quantum states localized
tori around the central PO.

Equation~2! in effect attributes the same accessibility
all the tori. Clearly outer tori of the island have a differe
accessibility from the state localized on the central fix
point. Therefore we build the semiclassical current from
sum of tori with different weighting:

I ~N!5(
K,m

WKdS N2
1

Ŝ
@m1~K11/2!n1m/4# D

for a stable PO with rescaled actionŜ and winding number
n. The B-dependent weightingWK for the Kth torus is the
overlap inz0 between the injection state given by Eq.~3! and
the torus state. The latter is a harmonic oscillator~HO! in the
Kth state with HO constantb5Asin(2pn)/m12. We easily get

WK~1!5
abua22b2u2

2K21K! ~a21b2!2
e2~a2b2/a21b2!z0

2

3UHKS 2z0

a2b

Aub42a4u
D U2

. ~4!

We note that in the integrable limit~i.e.,e→` or u→0°) we
haveb→a5AB cosu. In that case, the torus states redu
simply to displaced Landau states, centered onz0 rather than
z50. With that approximation, one gets

WK~2!5
1

K! S a2z0
2

2 D K

e2a2z0
2/2 . ~5!

In Fig. 8 we show a comparison between the quant
spectrum and the tori expression~4! for e520 000,u527°.
We see that the modified expression gives very good ag
ment over the experimental range using a set of 8 torK
50,1, . . . ,7. ForeachK, the torus series inm in effect rep-
resents a period-one series, dephased from the next seri
an amount proportional ton. As B is increased the tunneling
electrons scan different parts of the island selecting pre
entially higherK ~i.e., the outer tori!. Depending on the ex-
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5262 57D. S. SARAGA AND T. S. MONTEIRO
perimental resolution relative ton ~i.e., the displacement be
tween tori! one can sometimes observe two torus se
simultaneously. In particular at the changeover between
torus series they are equally favored by the tunneling e
trons. Forb.a, this occurs at

B.
2~K11!

z0
2cosu

.

At 27°, z0.500 for all e hence theK50/1 changeover oc
curs atB.2 T, the K51/2 changeover occurs atB.4 T.
The voltage rangeV50.5 V is most favorable in terms o
resolution. In Fig. 1 we see two ‘‘jumps’’ in current for 27
near 2 and 4 T corresponding to the band where a (K11!th
series takes over from theKth one. These features are se
for all experiments in the 14231° range. At 11° the island is
more central so only theK50/1 changeover is visible. In
fact it is less obvious since it occurs within the large perio
doubling region PD1. There the period-doubling bifurcati
corresponds toK50 andK51 series, which are exactlyp
out of phase sincen51/2.

In @20# it was argued that the signature of a stable isla
in this system is seen as broad period-one resonances. In
it consists of discrete states spaced exactly by 1/Ŝ of t0 for a
given K series. In@20# states supported by the island we
equated with the original in-plane Landau states and

FIG. 8. Spectra fore520 000 atu527° in the torus quantiza
tion regime. The semiclassical spectra are weighted by
K-dependent weighting using a harmonic approximation about
elliptic fixed point of t0. The Gaussian ‘‘envelopes,’’ reflecting th
variable accessibility of the different tori, are clearly seen. The
gions where the dominant torus changes are indicated.
s
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would be inaccessible due to conservation of in-plane L
dau quantum number. But the large displacement of the
land ensures that this is not the case. In@20# the sudden
broadening of the oscillations, which were attributed to t
large island appears even for 0° so they may be due to c
pling with the continuum or some other cause.

The large stable islands also support states mainly lo
ized on outer ‘‘broken-tori’’ lying just beyond the confine
of a large stable island, in a regime where the harmo
approximation should give poor results. We have genera
semiclassical torus spectra like Fig. 8, including one or t
tori just beyond the edge of the island, then Fourier tra
formed them to obtain new amplitudes to be compared w
the quantum results.

A comparison between the amplitudes of the tori and
quantum results is shown in Fig. 9. The agreement with Q
amplitudes is excellent for both Eqs.~4! and ~5!. At the bi-
furcation neare513 000, Eq.~5! remains smooth wherea
Eq. ~4! diverges. For these values of\ the region PD1 is
almost completely due to ‘‘dephasing’’ of torus states, w
no detectable contribution from the stable-unstable pair
orbits born at the bifurcation. A substantial part of the im
proved agreement is due to the wider torus envelo
;exp@2(Bz0

2cosu/2# whereas the isolated PO expression
weighted by the narrower function;exp@2(Bz0

2cosu)#.
The agreement in Fig. 9~d! is surprising: the rise in

period-doubled current at 27° in the range 20 000216 000 is
extremely well described by the tori of thet0 island. Yet this
region was apparently dominated by the cusp-bifurcation
bit S8 @see Fig. 7~c!#. This provides a striking illustration o
the fact that this system so frequently defies description
terms of isolated periodic orbits. It suggests that the am
tude due to orbitS8 down to about 16 000 appears with
‘‘quasitori’’ beyond the edge of thet0 island.

IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This work underlines the interest of the RTD, not only
a probe of periodic orbit effects in a semiconductor dev
but also as a probe of effects not due to real isolated perio
orbits ~bifurcations, complex orbits, tori, and broken to
possibly diffractive orbits!.

We have calculated a set of reduced experimental spe
that isolated the PO contributions to the current. In this w
we were able to expose graphically features such as the g
region at 11°. We calculated a set of accurate quantum
rent amplitudes, extending considerably the calculations
@6#. These normalized amplitudes may be used to test
provements to the semiclassical theory.

We have tested the validity of the scaling by compari
experimental and quantal line profiles along constantV/B2

curves. Previously we had only considered amplitudes in
dividual I -V traces. The results demonstrate that the exp
mental line profiles do remain roughly constant alo
slightly distorted and displaced parabolas. Hence the sca
analysis is a useful technique in many experimental regim
We conclude that three major factors affect theV/B2 invari-
ance:~1! voltage dependence of the line broadening due
coupling to the continuum~2! changes in the effective mas
parameter with voltage~3! effective \ dependence~i.e., B
dependence! due to eitherM p ~e.g., exponential suppressio
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FIG. 9. Quantal~same as in Fig. 7! vs semiclassical comparison in the regular regime. The semiclassical~torus! spectrum is obtained
from two models derived from Miller quantization of a large stable island. The solid line represents tori that are just displaced
Landau states withb5AB cosu. For the broken line,b5Asin2pn/m12. The torus quantization models agree well except at the bifurcat
wherem1250. This shows that the whole period-doubling region PD1 at 11° and the 16 000220 000 range of PD3 are well accounted f
by the tori. Hence theS8 orbit contribution is not well separated from thet0 island of stability over part of the PD3 region.
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ghosts with\) or to the accessibility. The latter suppresse
PO contribution exponentially withB cosuz0

2.
We have analyzed previously unexplained ‘‘jumps’’

the period-one current in stable regions. We have sho
these to be due to the dominant current-carrying state s
ping up in theK50,1,2, . . . torus quantum numbers.

We have introduced a very simple Miller-quantizatio
model that gives excellent agreement with the quantum
sults. We conclude that any successful theory must as a
requisite obtain the Miller quantization behavior shown
our torus model in the largee limit.

We conclude that the semiclassical model we tested is
really valid in this experimental regime. It gives poor resu
mainly since the conditionu]2S̃/]z0

2u@1 is not valid over
most of our range. Further work indicates that it is possi
to relax this condition@21# and hence to derive a more un
versally valid formula, including the torus limit.

The validity of this semiclassical theory~even in its gen-
eralized form! will hinge partly on the validity of thePz
50 selection rule. It is in this aspect, perhaps, that the se
classical theory of the current differs most from t
Gutzwiller trace formula.

To date none of the dozen or so studies of this system
provided convincing evidence of a contribution from an or
with PzÞ0. We have not found any in the regimes we co
sidered though in many cases such orbits would not be
solvable from the main POs for whichPz50. This selection
a

n
p-

e-
re-

ot
,

e

i-

as
t
-
e-

rule may explain why so few POs dominate the curre
while many orbits are seen in FT’s of the density of sta
~see@6#! even allowing for accessibility constraints. Furth
experiments may be needed to target the regimes where
orbits are not masked byPz50 orbits.

This work shows that the current is dominated by gho
over about half of PD3 as well as the whole of the regi
between PD1 and PD2. Since the contribution of a gh
should decay extremely rapidly with distance from a bifu
cation this is very surprising and is perhaps the most imp
tant question to be addressed in future work.

Our calculations show that there are two especially s
nificant bifurcations at 11°: the first period-doubling bifurc
tion ~which produces PD1! and the tangent bifurcation
~which leaves a ghost!. The second period-doubling bifurca
tion of t0 plays a weaker role but interferes slightly with th
S1 contribution at lowe. In general, we note that most bifur
cations are not detected, neither in the quantum calcula
nor in the experiment. Only those bifurcations that produ
an enhancement that spans severalI -V oscillations ~hence
havem21;0 over a broad region ofe), are easily seen ex
perimentally. The ‘‘failed bifurcation’’ ofS1 becomes an
actual bifurcation for a small increase of injection ener
~from R50.15 toR50.2). Given uncertainties in exper
mental parameters one cannot entirely rule out a bifurca
in the experiment. At 27° three bifurcations ofS8 are present
but the current peaks at the synchronous bifurcation ae
513 600.
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APPENDIX A: MONODROMY MATRIX

We consider an orbith(t)5(z,pz ,x,px)(t) starting on a
surface of section~SOS! $x5d,px.0% at a pointh0, and
which hits the SOS again at timet. Writing m5(z,pz) the
coordinates on the SOS, we define the reduced monodr
matrix M5(Mi j ),i , j 51,2 by

Mi j 5
]m i

]m j
0 ~m0;t!ux5d, E5cst ~A1!

for a constant energyE. We consider a SOS taken on eith
the left (d50) or right (d5L) barrier. As we are intereste
in periodic orbits, we shall consider Eq.~A1! after a whole
period. We divide the trajectory inl continuous partial tra-
jectories between each successive bounce that occurd
50 or d5L. For each partial trajectory, we compute
monodromy matrixM (k),k51,. . ,l given by relations similar
to Eq. ~A1!. The effect of each bounce is simply to redefi
new initial conditions forM (k). Finally,

M5)
k51

l

M ~k!.

Some care has to be taken when evaluating Eq.~A1!, as the
conditionsx5d,E5const yield some dependence betwe
the arguments (z0,pz

0 ,d,px
0 ;t) of M . We have

E5const⇒px
05px

0@z0,pz
0 ,x0;E#

andx(h0;t)5d that we solve numerically to get

t5t@h0;d#.

This means that Eq.~A1! is not evaluated withpx
0 andt

constant. To see what happens, let us take an example
j 51. We have
.

.
-

s
al

y

t

n

ith

Mi15S ]m i

]z0
~z0,pz

0 ,x0,px
0@ . . . ;E#;t@h0;d# !D

p
z
0 ,x0,d,E

5S ]m i

]z0
~h0;t!D

p
z
0 ,x0,p

x
0 ,t

1S ]m i

]px
0 ~h0;t!D

z0,p
z
0 ,x0,t

3S ]px
0

]z0
@z0,pz

0 ,x0;E# D
p

z
0 ,x0,E

1S ]m i

]t
~h0;t!D

h0

S ]t

]z0
@¯# D

p
z
0 ,x0,E,d

~A2!

and

S ]t

]z0
@¯# D

p
z
0 ,x0,E,d

5S ]t

]z0
@¯# D

p
z
0 ,x0,p

x
0 ,d

1S ]t

]px
0 @¯# D

z0,p
z
0 ,x0,d

3S ]px
0

]z0
@¯# D

p
z
0 ,x0,E

. ~A3!

From (dx/dz0)(h0;t)50 for x5d5const, we find that

S ]t

]z0
@¯# D

p
z
0 ,x0,p

x
0 ,d

52
@~]x/]z0!~¯ !#p

z
0 ,x0,p

x
0 ;t

@~]x/]t!~¯ !#h0

~A4!

and similarly for ((]t/]px
0)@¯#)p

z
0 ,x0,p

x
0 ,d . Finally, with

ḣ(t)5@(]h/]t)(h0;t)#h0, Eqs.~A2!–~A4! give

Mi15
]m i

]z0
~t!1

]m i

]px
0 ~t!

]px
0

]z0

2
ṁ i

ẋ
~t!F ]x

]z0
~t!1

]x

]px
0 ~t!

]px
0

]z0G ,

where the partial derivatives are now without any ambigu
Mi2 is given by the obvious replacement ofz0 by pz
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